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Safety, quality and productivity: theSe are the
driving passions of Mark Moroney, founder, inventor and principal
shareholder of calgary-based hex-hut Shelter Systems ltd.
“it’s all about safety,” asserts the 51-year-old businessman, who
designed the six-sided welding tent for use on any in-situ thermal
heavy oil or oilsands construction project, “pretty much anywhere
folks are building above-ground pipeline facilities.”
hex-hut’s simple, rapid and consistent deployment means that
workers can perform their jobs more efficiently, effectively and
safely, says Moroney, who founded hex-hut Shelter Systems in
2003 and serves as the company’s operations vice-president. the
edmonton-born entrepreneur, who grew up in calgary, co-owns the
company with brothers William and paul.
an independent rig welder who worked in the oil and gas
construction industry for 25 years — primarily in Western canada
as well as a three-year stint in russia — Moroney also spent four
years as a construction site representative for a major oil and gas
producer. Moroney came up with his idea for the multi-purpose
shelter system as a direct result of his on-the-job experiences trying
to weld in extremely challenging conditions.
Made from rubberized fire retardant polyvinyl chloride canvas,
the patent-protected, umbrella-shaped hex-hut offers a unique
alternative to the non-engineered, jury rigged shelters that have
traditionally been used in the welding business. each unit’s
lightweight aluminum frame, which folds out like an umbrella,
attaches to the pipeline or structural steel being welded. Since there
is no conventional square frame that requires the ground for
support, hex-huts can be used on almost any part of a job.
each of the six-walled (hexagonal), 44-kilogram units always has
the same configuration, interior room and overhead clearance,
regardless of the elevation or slope of the pipeline, steel or terrain.
the shelters, which provide a comfortable environment with
natural light and ventilation, are suitable for all welding processes,
and allow the people working inside them to manipulate their
work environment to suit their needs and the requirements of the
welding process.
the system set-up, which minimizes the need for skilled workers,
has no environmental concerns and requires no reclamation, as it
eliminates the one-use hoarding material used in traditional shelters.
two workers can set up or take down a hex-hut unit in under 10
minutes, and under ideal conditions it takes just one person to set up
in the same short period of time.
Moroney built the first prototype in his garage in 2001, then
spent the next three years welding prototypes trying to perfect the
design. once he was sure the system worked well mechanically, he
began the patent process. three years ago, hex-hut asked
calgary-based tangent design engineering to streamline the
design for manufacturing, as well as conduct virtual testing for
snow and wind loading.
Moroney, who moved the business from cold lake, alberta, to
calgary in 2005, says being an entrepreneur “takes commitment and
sacrifice, and a strong belief in what you are doing. you have to be
patient and a risk taker.” he also stresses the importance of getting

your life partner to buy in. “you need their buy-in right out of the
chute, because any invention is going to consume a considerable
amount of time, energy and resources.”
over the years, Moroney has learned the importance of seeking
out and listening to people who have been successful, and taking the
positive advice they offer. he also thinks it is important to set
realistic goals and constantly look for ways to improve the product.
not surprisingly, hex-hut has caught on quickly with customers.
“those tents are above and beyond anything else in regards to
safety,” says dave Szatowski, operations manager and owner of
revcon oilfield constructors inc., a St. albert, alberta-headquartered company that has been using the hex-hut system for more
than a year. “and as far as ease of use and quality, there is nothing
that touches them.”
hex-hut Shelter Systems, which has been profitable every year
since it began, is forecasting just over $1.6 million in revenues in
2010. nearly 90% of its 100-unit fleet is out working in the field.
While hex-hut units are in use across north america, the
company’s primary focus remains the athabasca, cold lake and
peace river oilsands areas. hex-hut rents its units (instead of
selling them) to ensure they are maintained in top-notch shape.
What really motivates Moroney is “knowing my idea actually
works and that it is improving people’s lives,” he says. he is inspired
by his children, in particular daughter pamela, who works for
hex-hut in logistics co-ordination and business development.
in addition to his work at hex-hut, the calgary entrepreneur
does safety consulting through his other company, c-Mark inc.,
helping corporations and individuals better understand the value of
workplace safety.
While safety has been a priority throughout Moroney’s entire
career, it has become an even more urgent concern since the death
of his eldest son Jason in late 2007. a pipefitter with 10 years
experience, Jason, 28, was killed instantly while on the job at a major
heavy oil construction project in northeastern alberta. in trying to
bring some good out of a family tragedy, Moroney changed the
focus of c-Mark from oil and gas construction consulting to safety.
“What are you doing as an employer or company to ensure that
worker gets home to his family?” asks the calgary businessman, who
gives keynote presentations and seminars aimed at raising awareness
of how companies can improve their safety programs and move
closer to a zero-injury workplace. he believes that workers, too,
form an integral part of the safety equation. “they need to be
educated on what their rights, duties and obligations are. if
everybody knew that, it would dramatically reduce injury and death
in the workplace.”
looking forward, the hex-hut inventor would like to see his
shelter system out in the field in every oilsands development,
pipeline and facility project in Western canada.
“i believe the heavy oil thermal industries, especially SaGd
[steam-assisted gravity drainage] and in-situ, will make a major
contribution to the alberta and canadian economies in the coming
decades,” Moroney says. “My hope is that hex-hut will be there to
help out.” •
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